Caribbean Inspired

St Lucian Inspired

#BeInspired

Rum, Rhum and Ron Inventory

Our inventory has been put together to show off as many of the Caribbean islands as possible. We aim to have
a comprehensive range that you can sip, enjoy and experience, and will continue to add once new and exciting
brands and expressions are released.
We do our best to make sure that each expression is available to you, but on the odd occasion we do have
some rare bottlings, even some that are discontinued, so once they are gone, they’re gone!

BARBADOS

Cockspur Fine – 37.5%

£3.50

This wonderful amber rum is the perfect marriage of smooth and sweet. Gently aged that starts off with a
distinct brown sugar taste then develops into a smooth, round, buttery blend that leaves a warm, spicy oak
taste on the palate.
Try it straight up, on the rocks or with your favourite mixer. We recommend a Cockspur and cola (£5.50)
Cockspur Spiced – 22%

£7

Now not available in the UK, this versatile blend brings you the true taste of the Caribbean. This beautiful
amber coloured rum is paired with exotic spices that come together to create an enticing, aromatic blend.
Doorly’s 3 years – 40%

£3.75

A top-quality white rum from Foursquare Distillery. This three-year-old has been oak aged giving a creamy
textured character. Perfect for an El Presidente (£8)
Doorly’s XO – 40%

£4.50

To produce the unique character of Doorly’s XO, very old rums are selected and matured for a second time in
Spanish oloroso sherry casks, producing a delicious fusion of complex flavours from the cask and the well-aged
rums.
Doorly’s 12 years – 40%

£7

Top stuff from a top range, expect masses of tropical fruit, chewy caramel, leafy tobacco and fragrant oak
notes throughout gorgeous Barbados rum.
Foursquare Spiced – 37.5%

£4

A combination of rare island spices and specially aged rum blended in accordance with a centuries old secret
formula.
We recommend trying this with Double Dutch Pomegranate and Basil soda (£6)
Foursquare Premise 2018 – 46%

£7.50

Very easy to drink, this new rum from Foursquare was aged in both bourbon and sherry casks for a decade,
adding layers of vanilla, brown sugar, tropical fruit and spice. A blend of both pot- and column-still rums.

Foursquare Dominus 2018 – 56%

£9

An astonishingly good 10-year-old blend of pot- and column-still rums, aged for three years in ex-bourbon
barrels and seven years in ex-Cognac casks. Fragrant and decidedly moreish.
Mount Gay Eclipse – 40%

£3.60

Eclipse is the reference for character, body and aroma by which Master Blender Allen Smith uses to blend
every variety of Mount Gay Rum. Eclipse has a brilliant golden amber colour and a luxuriously complex aroma.
Mount Gay Black Barrel – 43%

£4.40

Black Barrel is a small batch, handcrafted blend made of matured double pot distillates and aged column
distillates. In a process called finishing, the blended rum is then matured for a second time in deeply charred
Bourbon oak barrels. This unique process releases spicy aromas that are at once balanced, and bold.
We recommend this within our Rum Old Fashioned (£8)
Mount Gay Extra Old – 43%

£6.25

An opulent blend of the finest spirits aged for 8 to 15 years. Where Eclipse is floral and fruity, Extra Old blends
significantly older barrels of mainly double pot distillates that have rounded these crisper notes into a subtler
balance. It exudes the finesse that only time can bring and offers a true taste of paradise from the rum that
invented rum.
Plantation Barbados 5 years – 40%

£3.50

American oak barrels play host to this rum where it ages for three to four years. Next a woody and nutmeg
palette is drawn out in Ferrand French oak casks as the rum continues to mature for one to two years.
The result is a subtle and tropical Barbadian style rum, perfect for the Planters Punch (£8)
Stiggins’ Fancy Plantation Pineapple – 40%

£5

A tribute to the character created by Charles Dickens in the Pickwick Papers, Reverend Stiggins, whose
favourite drink was “pineapple rum.”
The barks of Victoria pineapples are infused in Plantation 3 Stars rum, which is then further distilled.
Separately, the pineapple fruit is infused in Plantation Original Dark rum. Both distillate and fruit infusion are
finally blended together, creating a rich and delicious pineapple bouquet, accented by smoky and clove notes.
RL Seales 10 year – 43%

£6

This inviting rum first strikes you with its burnished gold colour and enchants you with a noteworthy, nutty
aroma. A superb, elegant offering from RL Seales.
Rum Sixty Six Family Reserve – 40%

£5.50

A small batch distilled (usually 112 barrels) and tropically aged for a minimum of 12 years in small American
white oak casks.

CUBA

Havana Club Añejo Blanco – 37.5%

£4

Now discontinued for the UK, Añejo Blanco is a splendid mixing rum. The spirit was aged for 18 months in 180
litre barrels. Described by Havana Club's Primer Maestro Romero, Don José Navarro, as "The whitest of all
aged rums, the most aged of all white rums."
Havana Club Añejo 3 Year – 40%

£3.50

A light, straw colour that reveals its age: every single drop has aged for a minimum of three years. The nose is
a full bouquet of smooth aromas, with hints of oak, molasses and sugar cane. The taste is well-balanced and
complex: a sweet, mild, fruity flavour with a light hint of citrus. This 3-year-old Havana Club is a key part of our
Cuban Mojito (£8).
Havana Club Añejo Especial – 40%

£3.75

A light sweetness and vanilla notes from double ageing complement hints of cinnamon, tobacco, orange peel
and dry oak. An essential component to our Zombie (£10).
Havana Club Añejo Reserva - 40%

£8

Now discontinued, this is an oft unseen member of the Havana Club family of rums, the Añejo Reserva is a
rather spicy little number, with a subtle sweetness shining beneath the vivid surface.
Havana Club Añejo 7 Year – 40%

£4.50

This was "añejo" the first Havana Club expression intended for sipping. Holds the tastes of the Cuban terroir:
aromatic tobacco, the sweet tropical fruits of the Cuban garden, molasses, spices and vanilla from the long
ageing unfold, enhanced by the slow release of aromas.
Havana Club Seleccion de Maestros – 45%

£7.50

The new edition of Havana Club's very popular Cuban Barrel Proof, Seleccion de Maestros is a superb rum,
bottled at higher strength.
Ron Cubay Carta Blanca – 38%

£3.85

Matured for three years, the Carta Blanca is the youngest rum from the Cuban producers, Ron Cubay. Made
exclusively using Cuban molasses.
We recommend it with Double Dutch Cucumber and Watermelon soda (£6)
Ron Cubay Añejo - 7 Años – 38%

£4

The Añejo has an elegant bouquet with 7 years of natural aging. It tastes deep, assertive and highly flavoured.
Very fragrant with herbal sharpness.
Ron Cubay Añejo Reserva Especial - 10 Años – 40%

£6

Anejo Superior is the premium end of the Ron Cubay range. It has been aged in North American White Oak
barrels for 10 years. This exclusive rum has complex aromas of spices, vanilla and honey.

Santiago de Cuba Carta Blanca – 38%

£3.50

The caramel flavour of the rum is soft with light mint candy flavours. Flashes of vanilla present themselves.
Some Banana peel and citrus elements appear, but they are mellowed rather than too sharp.
We love combining this with Double Dutch Ginger Ale for a fresher finish (£5.50)
Santiago de Cuba Añejo – 38%

£4.25

An outstanding rum aged in the Santiago De Cuba Cellars. Characterized by a slight wood flavour mixed with
subtle vanilla and orange undertones. We recommend this on the rocks.

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

Atlántico Platino – 40%

£3.70

The original label and bottling, this handcrafted product is made from fresh Dominican cane juice. It is aged for
over 1 year in American White Oak then finished in barrels that previously held Spanish Tempranillo. The
unique combination results in an incredibly smooth and flavourful light rum than can easily be enjoyed neat.
Atlántico Reserva – 40%

£4.25

This Solera style rum uses different aged rums that were carefully selected and blended together by their third
generation Master Blender. The result is a vibrant rum with intense flavour and depth that can be best enjoyed
neat or with a cube of ice.
Atlántico Private Cask – 40%

£4.90

Now discontinued, Atlántico Private Cask is a rich, thick blend of small batch rums, aged up to 25 years old.
Oak, dark berry and toffee notes a-plenty.
Ron Barceló Gran Añejo – 37.5%

£3.75

Matured naturally in oak barrels previously used for bourbon to yield a rum with an unmatched bouquet.
Brugal Añejo – 38%

£3.50

Matured up to five years in specially selected ex-bourbon American oak casks, their distillation process
removes many of the heavy alcohols that other rums leave in. The result? A clean, smooth and not-so-sweet
spirit that tastes like something you’ll never forget.
Matusalem Platino – 40%

£4

A triple distilled white rum aged using the solera method in the Dominican Republic. Matusalem Platino is
crisp, clean and tangy, perfect to pair with Double Dutch Indian Tonic (£6)

Matusalem 10-year Clasico – 40%

£4.25

Distilled in continuous stills and matured for an average of a decade using the solera system, the brand was
started in Cuba in 1872, though eventually it emigrated, following the Castro revolution.
Try it within the Treacle (£8)
Matusalem 15 Gran Reserva – 40%

£5

This was first produced in Santiago de Cuba over 130 years ago. It is aged using the Solera process, so on
average the rums contained herein are 15 years old.

HAITI

Clairin Sajous 2015 – 51%

£8.25

Clairin Sajous is an intriguing style of Rhum Agricole from Haiti - they press the sugar cane, and then reduce
the juice over fires fuelled by the remains of the sugar cane itself. It's then fermented using wild yeasts and
double distilled before being bottled at full-strength.
Clairin Vaval 2015 – 51.1%

£9

Batch two of Clairin Vaval – a white Agricole rum distilled in a continuous Creole still at the Arawaks distillery in
the village of Cavaillon, Haiti. Big, bold and showing excellent balance between sweetness and bitterness.

JAMAICA

Appleton Estate VX – 40%

£3.25

Now discontinued, the universally-lauded flagship brand for Appleton Estate, this is an exceptional blend of
several rums of varying types between five and ten years old.
We recommend the ever-delectable Zombie (£10)
Appleton Estate Reserve Blend – 43%

£4

Rich with oak, nutmeg, and smoky spices. It’s an aromatic blend of 20 rums, with two from very rare ‘reserve
stock’ that are managed by Master Blender Joy Spence and her team. It’s these rare and special rums that give
Reserve Blend its delicious complexity, making it entirely versatile.
Appleton Estate Rare Blend 12 year – 43%

£6

Rare, golden rums that make up Rare Blend are hand-selected and have all been aged for a minimum of 12
years. The long years of tropical ageing give it its rich mahogany hue, confident woody character, and smooth
robust taste – all of which make a bold statement of extraordinary quality.

Appleton Estate 21 year – 43%

£20

A lavish blend of the finest aged rums, this is an incredibly smooth sipping rum that will truly delight the
palate. The rums that make up 21 Year are hand-selected for the unique character, flavour, and sensorial
bouquet they bring to the blend, and each has been aged for at least 21 years.
Appleton Estate Joy Anniversary Blend 25 Year – 45%

£50

If you're going to celebrate 20 years as Appleton Estate's Master Blender, you'd be hard pressed to find a
better way to do it than making a cracking 25-year expression like what Joy Spence has done! Gingerbread,
coffee ice-cream and almond-coated pastries. Peppery oak, crushed flower petals and plenty of vanilla.
Blackwell – 40%

£4

The Blackwell family recipe is an original fusion of traditional ‘heavy pot’ dark rum with a distinct “Black Gold”
style that creates the perfect, elegant blend of depth, character and smoothness.
Perfect to enjoy with Double Dutch Ginger Beer (£6)
Myer’s – 40%

£3.75

A dark rum from Clarendon Distillery, Myers’s Rum is named after Fred L Myers who created the brand in
1879. It is a blend of 9 different rums.
Rum Fire – 63%

£3.50

A high ester Hampden Estate rum derived solely from copper pot stills, it’s legendary in the cane spirits
community and has a very distinct flavour profile.
We recommend it with Double Dutch Cucumber and Watermelon soda (£5.50)
Smith and Cross – 57%

£4.75

This rum represents the distinctively flavourful and aromatic style that made Jamaican rum famous. With roots
dating back to 1788, Smith & Cross was one of England's oldest spirits producers and prominent handlers of
Jamaica rum.
You’ll love this within the Smith and Cross Hurricane (£8)
Wray and Nephew – 63%

£4

The best-selling high proof rum in the world. 90% of rum sales in Jamaica are of Wray and Nephew alone!
Try it with the Jamaican sparkling grapefruit soda aka Ting Wray! (£5)

MARTINIQUE

Rhum Clément Canne Bleue NV – 50%

£3.75

Crafted from fresh sugarcane juice from one single varietal of sugarcane called ‘Canne Bleu’. It is renowned for
its intense floral aromas, massive tropical fruit flavours and a soft silky-smooth body with a crisp finish.
Rhum Clément Select Barrel – 40%

£5

Clément Select Barrel is a contemporary style of Rhum Agricole crafted with a unique blend of rhums matured
in selected oak barrels with a particularly heavy toasting. Characterized by its soft, rounded approach on the
palate with a compliment of spice box aromas and gentle vanilla bean on the finish.
Rhum JM XO – 45%

£8

Made on the north of the island, in the foothills of the Montagne Pelee volcano. The rum is distilled in column
stills and aged in 100% re-charred Bourbon barrels for over 10 years.
Trois Rivières Cuvee de L'Ocean – 42%

£4.50

Made using sugar cane grown in the south of Martinique next to the Atlantic Ocean. The result is a maritime
rum, with hints of sea spray added to the classic Agricole notes of grass and sweet fruit.
Try it with Double Dutch Indian Tonic (£6.50)
Trois Rivières VSOP – 40%

£7.25

Among the Trois Rivières rum collection, VSOP Réserve Spéciale is especially appealing. Though faithful to the
Trois Rivières style, the perfect smoothness and delicate fullness of this rum make it outstanding. Trois Rivières
VSOP is the result of a harmonious blend of rums aged for an average of 5 years.

PUERTO RICO

BacardÍ Carta Blanca - 37.5%

£3.50

Distinctive vanilla and almond notes which are developed in white oak barrels and shaped through a secret
blend of charcoal for a distinctive smoothness.
Enjoy it within the classic Daiquiri (£8)
BacardÍ Carta Oro – 40%

£3.75

Expertly crafted by Maestros de Ron BacardÍ, its rich flavours and golden complexion are developed in toasted
oak barrels and its mellow character comes from being shaped through a secret blend of charcoals.
BacardÍ Añejo Cuatro – 40%

£4

It takes four years maturing in a barrel under the Caribbean sun to create the unique taste of BacardÍ Añejo
Cuatro.
Experience it with Double Dutch Ginger Ale (£6).
BacardÍ Ocho – 40%

£4.50

Created in 1862, BacardÍ Ocho remained the sole preserve of the Bacardí family for seven generations. Used
only for the most special occasions, this golden sipping rum is one of the oldest private rum blends in the
world.
Don Q Gold – 40%

£3.75

Don Q Gold is a favorite of those searching for a classic rum taste. It’s a blend of rums aged 1½ to 5 years,
smooth, and easy to drink.
Experience it within the Pina Colada! (£8)
Don Q Añejo – 40%

£4.35

Aged in American white oak barrels from 3 to 10 years, Añejo offers a bouquet and mouthfeel that rum
experts find… well… intoxicating.

ST BART

Rhum St Barth Blanc (Cool) – 50%

£4.50

Limited to 23,000 bottles per year around the world, the flavours are light – hints of citrus with a taste of
vegetation and damp earthy flavours. Rested in stainless steel vats for 12 months before being bottled.
Perfect for the Ti’ Punch (£8)

Rhum St Barth Ambre (Chic) – 40%

£10

Developed for the ‘next level’ of Rhum drinker, aged for 4-years in re-charred Bourbon barrels and is limited to
5,000 bottles per year around the world annually. It is distinguished by the richer vanilla tones, spices and
caramel notes.

ST LUCIA

1931 4th Edition – 43%

£10

A super premium brand made from a blend of Coffey and copper pot distillates from 1999 and 2004. It is
matured in seven American white oak casks and two port casks, the rum is then blended and left to marry in
American oak for a further three months.
1931 5th Edition – 46%

£10

A blend of casks containing distillates from the column still (16%), all around 9 - 10 years old, and including a
small percentage from port casks; pot still rums aged in Bourbon casks (74%); with the remaining 10% being a
sugar cane rum, also aged in Bourbon oak.
1931 6th Edition – 46%

£10

A blend of ex-Bourbon casks containing distillates from the column still ranging from 7 to 11 years old, and pot
still rums with the same range of ages; a final 10% is a sugar cane rum, distilled in the John Dore pot still.
Admiral Rodney HMS Princessa – 40%

£8

HMS Princessa was originally a Spanish vessel but was captured by the British in 1780 at the battle of Cape St.
Vincent. Captained by Charles Knatchbull with Rear Admiral Francis Samuel Drake aboard, this 70-gun ship of
the line was one of the first ships to engage the French in the Battle of the Saints.
HMS Princessa contains rums aged exclusively in American white oak bourbon casks. All the rums have been
aged between 5 and 9 years in the cellars of St Lucia Distillers before being blended together by their Master
blender.
Admiral Rodney HMS Royal Oak – 40%

£9

HMS Royal Oak was in the vanguard of ships to engage the French in the famous Battle of the Saints.
Captained by Thomas Burnett the Royal Oak maneuvered skilfully and brought to bear all her 74 guns on the
enemy for the duration of the battle.
HMS Royal Oak contains their original blend of Coffey still rums aged in American white oak bourbon casks
between 7 to 12 years.

Admiral Rodney HMS Formidable – 40%

£12

Launched in August 1777, HMS Formidable was Admiral Rodney’s flagship in the famous Battle of the Saints.
Formidable was in the centre of the British fleet and took advantage of a sudden change of wind to “break the
line” and sail into the French fleet unleashing her 98 guns on Admiral de Grasse’s ships.
HMS Formidable contains rums aged in American white oak bourbon casks. The base distillates have been
aged for a minimum of 9 to 12 years in tropical heat which significantly speeds up maturation.
Bounty White – 40%

£3.50

New to the UK, this rum is a 100% Coffey Column still liquid, aged for 2 years to offer some soft wood
complexities and rounded balance before it is filtered to remove the colour.
Bounty Gold – 40%

£3.75

As St. Lucia’s most popular rum, the Bounty premium gold rum is famous for its wonderful light butterscotch
aromas and candied fruit nose. The opening palate begins soft, with a rich raisin fruit and a hint of honey and
vanilla spice from aging. Matured for 2 years.
Bounty Dark – 43%

£4.50

A unique blend of Coffey column still rum, matured 2 years in ex- Bourbon casks and 3-year-old pot still rum
aged in ex-Bourbon casks.
Bounty Spiced – 40%

£3.75

Matured for 2 years, this follows the long tradition of Saint Lucian spiced rum. An infusion of vanilla and
cinnamon with macerated richeria grandis bark, locally known as “Bois Bande.” It is claimed that the bark has
potent aphrodisiac qualities and gives any rum an exotic and authentic “lucian” spiced rum experience.
Bounty Lime – 25%

£3.25

On top of the Bounty white rum, natural lime sugars and flavours are macerated with the rum at high strength.
The rum is then diluted with distilled water and sugar.
Experience it with Double Dutch Cucumber and Watermelon soda (£5.25)
Bounty Coconut – 25%

£3.25

Created the same way as the Bounty Lime, but replacing the natural lime with coconut extracts to this 100%
Coffey Column Still rum.
Chairman’s Reserve White Label – 40%

£3.50

An aged rum that’s soon to be discontinued, created mainly from column stills and aged for up to 3 years in exAmerican whiskey barrels.
Chairman’s Reserve Original – 40%

£3.75

Chairman's Reserve was first blended in 1999, overseen by then Chairman, Laurie Barnard, as a special project
to create a fine quality rum that can represent the iconic style of St. Lucian rum. As a simple one of distinction,
Chairman's Reserve starts with selected aged rums of both Coffey column stills and copper pot stills, married
together after maturation and then re-entered into oak for blending and finishing.
One to enjoy with Double Dutch Indian Tonic (£6)

Chairman’s Reserve Spiced – 40%

£3.75

Chairman’s Spiced rum begins with the original Chairman’s Reserve steeped with “Bois Bandé,” a local
Caribbean bark culturally known for its aphrodisiac qualities. Added to the blend of aged Coffey and pot still
rums are local spices and fruits such as cinnamon, clove, nutmeg, vanilla, allspice, lemon and orange peels. It’s
aged separately by batch and by type of still in ex-Bourbon barrels, then blended and rested in oak vats for an
additional six months.
Chairman’s Reserve The Forgotten Casks – 40%

£5

The Forgotten Casks of Chairman’s Reserve is an extra aged sipping rum crafted to mimic rum found in the
original forgotten casks of Chairman’s Reserve, which were preserved from St. Lucia Distillers horrific fire on
May 2, 2007. The cellar master was forced to find appropriate however unusual storage space for his rum
barrels during the rehabilitation of the distillery, and these casks were barrels misplaced during this time of
confusion. These forgotten casks gave him rum too old for the original Chairman’s Reserve blend, so it was
decided this rum would be released on its own, as an extra aged Chairman’s Reserve to worldwide acclaim.
Try St Lucian cricketer Daren Sammy’s favourite serve, 88 Special (£5)
Elements 8 Barrel Infused Spiced – 40%

£4.25

The original bottling and hailing from St Lucia Distillers before being replaced with its current incarnation. A
blend of fruits and spices, which are 100% natural and indigenous to St Lucia, where the Elements 8 Rums are
distilled. The fruits and spices, which comprise: cinnamon, ginger, clove, star anise, vanilla, honey, nutmeg,
orange, lemon and coconut, are infused within the barrel before being finally blended with the other single
rums.
Elements Eight Gold – 40%

£4.50

Again, the original bottling, this gold rum is a blend of ten rums made from Guyanese molasses and tropical
aged for 6 years. Some of the constituent rums are pot-stilled, the remaining are column-stilled.
Elements Eight Platinum – 40%

£4.25

Tropical aging in lightly charred oak Bourbon barrels with a blending of 10 hand selected single rums and light
filtration to retain the flavour.
Elements Eight Barrel Infused Criollo Cacao – 40%

£4.70

Now discontinued since its launch in 2013, a blend of column and pot still rums aged 3 to 6 years from exBourbon barrels, infused with St Lucian criollo cacao beans for 3-4 weeks.

TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO

Angostura 1919 – 40%

£5.50

A specially blended multiple award-winning rum, which celebrates a very particular date in the development of
the rum industry in Trinidad & Tobago, as well as the Caribbean. After a fire in 1932, which destroyed the
Government Rum Bond, the master blender of Fernandes Distillers, J.B. Fernandes, bought the charred casks,
only to discover they had been filled in the year 1919. The prized rum was skilfully blended and called "1919
Aged Rum."
Mezan Trinidad – 46%

£8

From Trinidad Distillers Limited, distilled in 2007 and bottled in 2017, this 10-year-old rum is first aged within
first-fill American Bourbon barrels in Trinidad, then shipped to the UK where it is vatted into new barrels which
had previously held older Trinidadian rums.

OTHERS;

MAURITIUS
Penny Blue VSOP – 40%

£4.60

Penny Blue VSOP is Medine Distillery’s first VSOP release. Made from Single Estate sugar cane, VSOP is aged
for a minimum 4 years in ex Cognac (75%), Bourbon (15%) and Whisky (10%) barrels before being blended by
Master Distiller Jean-Francois Koenig and Doug McIvor from Berry Bros & Rudd.

BELIZE

Travellers Rum 11-year-old – 66.1%

£30

One of only 36 bottles, this rare bottling hails from local bottler Chorlton Whisky. A golden Belize rum bottled
from a single cask from the Travellers Distillery. Even at the crazy-high strength of 66.1% it is sippable neat,
and full of dark-sweet molasses and tropical fruit flavours. A nice orange aftertaste too, which keeps it
refreshing.

GUYANA
Pyrat XO – 40%

£4.50

Originally from Anguila but has since been blended at the Diamond distillery in Guyana. Orange, peach and
tobacco a-plenty, with clove upon the palate.

BLENDS AND BOTTLERS

Banks 5 – 43%

£4.90

Banks 5 Island Blend is a pure, dry, flavourful white rum blend, carefully charcoal filtered to remove the pale
colour but retain its aroma and flavours. A unique blend of 21 rums from 6 distilleries from 5 islands (Trinidad,
Jamaica, British Guyana, Barbados and Java).
Banks 7 – 43%

£9

Banks 7 Golden Age Blend is a complex, full-flavored blend that is sophisticated, but not sweet. This mediumbodied rum has a drier flavour profile, allowing it to stand out above anything else in the category. A blend of
23 rums from 8 distilleries from 7 origins (Trinidad, Jamaica, British Guyana, Barbados, Guatemala, Java and
Panama).
Goslings Black Seal – 40%

£3.25

A blend of rums from Trinidad, Guyana, Barbados and Jamaica, brought together at 9 Dundonald St in
Hamilton, Bermuda. Perfect for the Dark n’ Stormy! (£7)
Goslings 151 Proof – 75.5%

£5.50

Despite the 75.5%, this is a very smooth rum, and it's utterly delicious. Well worth trying.
Goslings Family Reserve Old Rum – 40%

£9

Crafted from the same blend as their Black Seal rum but aged within their dark barrels for a longer period.
Plantation 3 Stars – 41.2%

£3.25

Plantation 3 Stars is a tribute to the historic rums produced in the Caribbean, with a suave blend of the
region’s three primary terroirs: Barbados, Jamaica and Trinidad.
Pusser's Rum Original Admiralty Blend – 40%

£3.80

Pusser’s Blue Label is a Royal Navy style rum inspired by the Admiralty’s blending recipe last used when the
Royal Navy discontinued its daily ration on 31 July 1970.

Pusser’s Rum Gunpowder Proof – 54.5%

£6

Pusser’s ‘Gunpowder Proof’ is a traditional Royal Navy style rum produced at original Admiralty strength.
RedLeg Spiced – 37.5%

£3.50

A 3-year-old blend from different Caribbean islands, although predominantly from Appleton Estate in Jamaica,
before being left to rest in oak barrels and infused with Jamaican ginger and vanilla spices. Enjoy within the
Apple Shack (£7)
Transcontinental Rum Line Worthy Park 2013 – 57.18%

£12

Result of a distillation in column stills, this rum was born in Jamaica in 2012 at the famous Worthy Park
Distillery. Bottled at Navy Strength (57.18%) after being matured for more than 4 years: almost 2 on the island,
and 2.5 in mild European climate.
The Irishman Founder’s Reserve Caribbean Cask Finish – 46%

£7

A super-premium whiskey, a rare vatting of Single Pot Still and Single Malt whiskeys finished for 6 months in
Chairman’s Reserve rum casks. Sourced directly from the Walsh Whiskey distillery in Ireland, it’s not available
in the UK, but can be enjoyed at Marigot Bay Bar & Café!

